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Lindt «Home of Chocolate», Kilchberg, to be completed in 2020
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University Hospital, extension, Zurich, Switzerland
2018 competition, 1st prize, first phase to be completed in 2026, whole project 2040
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Apartment Building «Westhof», Munich, Germany, 2018
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Mixed-use Tower, Pratteln, Switzerland, 2016
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Roche Flexible Office Building, Grenzach, Germany, to be completed in 2021
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Roche Office Building, Grenzach, Germany, 2011
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List Customer Centre, Arisdorf, Switzerland, 2015
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Office Building, Liestal, Switzerland, 2011
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Competition Proposal «Quartier Kanal», Brussels, Belgium
2018 competition «Kanal Centre Pompidou» 2nd prize (in collaboration with OFFICE KGDVS)
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Housing and Office Building, Hamburg, Germany, ongoing
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Practice
Christ & Gantenbein is a leading architectural practice based in Basel,
Switzerland. Interested in the sustainability of form, their landmark projects
mix the ancient and the modern in beguiling ways. The firm’s haptic
approach unexpectedly challenges materials, using them in a sensitive yet
versatile manner.
Founded in 1998 by Emanuel Christ and Christoph Gantenbein, the studio
staffs a team of ca. 50 architects. Their award-winning large scale
renovations and expansions of the Swiss National Museum in Zurich and
the Kunstmuseum Basel cemented their position as builders of cultural
spaces. Housing schemes in Paris (ongoing) and in Munich (2018), a mixeduse tower in Basel (2016), a flexible office building in Germany (ongoing),
the Lindt & Sprüngli “Home of Chocolate” near Zurich (ongoing) – and the
recently won competition for the extension of the University Hospital in
Zurich, testimony of the versatility of their approach and their interest in
handling a variety of programs and sites.
Since graduating from the ETH Zurich in 1998, Emanuel Christ and
Christoph Gantenbein have taught at the ETH Studio Basel (2000–2005),
the Accademia di Architettura in Mendrisio (2004, 2006, 2009), the Oslo
School of Architecture and Design (2008), ETH Zurich (2010–2015), as well
as at Harvard GSD (2015 – 2017). Since 2018, they are Full-Professors of
Architecture and Design at the ETH Zurich.
Their previous publications include «Pictures from Italy. Review No. I»
(Park Books, 2011), «Christ & Gantenbein. Around the Corner» (Hatje
Cantz, 2012), «Typology. Hong Kong, Rome, New York, Buenos Aires,
Zürich. Review No. II» (Park Books, 2012) and «Typology. Paris, Delhi, São
Paulo, Athens. Review No. III» (Park Books, 2015). The work of Christ &
Gantenbein is featured in the monographs a+u 535 (2015), 2G N°68 (2014).
In 2018 Christ & Gantenbein received the Deezen «Architect of the Year»
Award, in recognition of their «substantial body of work and mature
portfolio». Further distinctions include the 2018 Wieneberger Brick Award,
the Design Miami/Panerai Visionary Award won by the firm in 2017, the
best architect 18 – Gold Prize (2017), best architects 17 Award, the Essence
Award – Gold Prize as well as the Red Dot Award «Best of the Best» prize
all won in 2016.
In the Spring of 2019 «The Last Act of Design», the first monographic
exhibition of Christ & Gantenbein in Japan, presented the most iconic
buildings so far realized by the practice. The same year, the studio
contributed pieces to “The Poetics of Reason”, 5th edition of the Lisbon
Architecture Triennale. In 2017 the practice was invited to contribute to the
Chicago Architecture Biennale, while in the previous year it participated in
the 15th Venice Biennale «Reporting from the Front».
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Ongoing Projects

Housing and Office
Building
Hamburg, Germany
size: 10,448 sqm
competition: 2019, 1st prize
project: 2020–
client: QUEST Investment Partners

University Hospital
Extension
Zurich, Switzerland
size: 184,500 sqm
competition: 2018, 1st prize
project: 2019–
client: University Hospital Zurich

Flexible Office Building
Roche
Grenzach, Germany
size: 10,720 sqm
competition: 2015, 1st prize
project: 2016–
client: Roche Pharma AG

Lindt Home Of Chocolate
Kilchberg, Switzerland
size: 21,540 sqm
competition: 2014, 1st prize
project: 2015–
client: Lindt Competence Center Foundation

The redevelopment of the historical site offers the
opportunity to resolve the fragmentary nature of the
present situation. Different urban motifs come together
right in this point, the new building is an articulated
silhouette that mediates between the traditional fleet
houses and the modern, large-scale development along
Willy-Brandt-Strasse. The mediation is achieved through
a self-confident, striking volume that strengthens the
corner at the bridgehead. Clad in red brick, the building
has a familiar look. The program includes a café, coworking areas and offices as well as apartments.

Part of the broader campus, the university hospital is no
longer able to accommodate modern medical practice
having reached its infrastructural limits. Thanks to
smart spatial solutions, the new building assures its
multifaceted functions while remaining open to the city
and its inhabitants. The new hospital will include logistic
poles, extensive operation and intensive care units as
well as numerous rooms for longer permanence patients.
The building is designed as a high-tech construction
with a concrete frame and extensive glazing, combined
with natural materials giving a warmer feeling.

The new building will serve as a reception and orientation
node within the campus, providing adaptable and
welcoming spaces where people can meet and exchange.
The specialized but at the same time multifunctional
building offers variously-shaped and sized work spaces
combined with meeting and conference rooms. The
cores allow to free the center of the building which
serves as a forum able to accommodate a variety of uses.
This structural solution starkly heightens the livability
of interior spaces, allowing for plenty of light and
visibility throughout the building.

Soon to be completed near Zurich, the Lindt Chocolate
Competence Center is intended as a place where visitors
will be able to discover more about chocolate. The
ground floor and the first floor will house exhibition
spaces, a demonstration production facility as well as
a „show-kitchen“ where the visitors will try their hand
at the preparation of chocolate-based delicacies. On
the second floor offices and a laboratory are planned.
The grand hall in the heart of the building is an open
space that connects all these activities and boosts the
eminently public potential of the center.
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Ongoing Projects
Nidfeld, Mixed-Use
Development
Kriens, Switzerland
size: 65,000 sqm
competition: 2017, 1st prize
project: 2018–
client: Losinger Marazzi AG

Wallraf-Richartz-Museum
& Fondation Corboud
Cologne, Germany
size: 5,294 sqm
competition: 2013, 1st prize
project: 2013–
client: City of Cologne, Wallraf-Richartz Museum

Bridge on the Aare River
Aarau, Switzerland
length: 110 m
competition: 2010, 1st prize
project: 2010–
client: Canton of Aarau

Opération Vaugirard
Social Housing
Paris, France
size: 7,070 sqm
competition: 2014, 1st prize
project: 2015–
client: RATP Real Estate

Art Gallery
Basel, Switzerland
size: 510 sqm
project: 2019–
client: Kulturstiftung Basel H. Geiger

Located at the outskirts of Lucerne, the new quarter
will provide around 500 apartments as well as attractive
office and service spaces. Distinctive and at the same
time extremely diversified, the large architectural form
is structured by the courtyards, which are connected to
each other and open to the outside. The urban density
together with retail and other public uses encourage
encounters and exchanges and will be articulated and
enriched by architectural elements such as passageways
and promenades.

The new volume confidently stands next to the existing
institutional building built by O.M.Ungers. It provides
a new architectural expression to art mediation without
assigning a completely new identity to the museum.
Relating to some neighboring brick buildings, the
façade’s brickwork subtly answers to Ungers‘ natural
stone façade. Split into columns, the base opens up to
the city while lifting the building out of the ground.
Organized on three floors, the exhibition spaces are
characterized by clear proportions and simple materials,
in order to offer classical rooms for art.

The structure of an old chain bridge in Aarau has
suffered from decades of applied load. The new bridge
is blending harmonically into the historic town setting
and at the same time creates an attractive layout by the
waterside. The formal principle of the bridge recalls
the continuity of the historic fabric: plinths of houses,
city walls, breast walls and ramps. The building links
the city’s traffic network with the varying topography.
The existing piers are absorbed within the three arches,
while two new piers are added along both riverbanks.

A large block in the midst of Paris will be densified
on the occasion of the renovation of some metro’s
maintenance workshops. 104 social housing units sit
on a refurbished base with workshops. The 124m long
volume blends in within the traditional Haussmannian
street, but is enhanced by five «redents» (stepped
alignments) that provide multiple orientations to the
apartments. The latter are compact and efficient but
combined with generous outside spaces. The façade,
the sharp edges and the repetition of windows are a
reference to industrial architecture as well as the answer
to a limited budget.
The Gallery KBH.G will convert a former production
facility into a new art space for exhibitions, lectures
and events. The raw, industrial character of the space
as found will be strategically preserved while satisfying
the requirements for the versatile display of artwork. In
keeping with the historic character of the neighborhood,
modifications to the facade is kept to a minimum, with
the exception of a new window and the addition of street
flags, which are common to the pedestrian experience
in Basel.
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Ongoing Projects
Musée international de la
Réforme
Geneva, Switzerland
size: 600 sqm
project: 2018–
client: MIR Musée international de la Réforme

Residential High-Rise
Birsfelden, Switzerland
size: 15,000 sqm
project: 2017–
client: Balintra AG, represented by UBS Fund
Management (Switzerland) AG

Postareal, Housing and
Retail
Liestal, Switzerland
size: 17,878 sqm
competition: 2016, 1st prize
project: 2016–
client: Post Immobilien Management & Services
AG, City of Liestal

The Musée International de la Réforme is located in the
old town of Geneva in one of its most beautiful 18th
century «hôtel particulier» designed by Jean-Francois
Blondel. The project envisages a reorganisation of
the museum’s parcours, while respecting the original
typology of the building. On this occasion, the ground
floor and the basement of the building will be renovated
and a new scenography will be implemented.

Located in a small town near Basel, the residential
and commercial high-rise is meant to become a new
distinctive urban landmark. The building’s ground floor
will house retail uses, three other floors will be devoted
to office space while the remaining 26 floors will be
occupied by ca. 130 housing units of various sizes.
The tower’s height (93 meters) is the result of careful
evaluation in respect to its unique context, providing a
site-specific new building whose different features refer
and interact with the whole site.

A housing and retail development stands in a dramatic
topography between the old town and its modern
counterpart. The courtyard type building is compact
and strives at urban density, while fulfilling all
standards of protection to the strong noise-exposition,
as well as providing all apartments with appropriate
sun-orientation. The high podium adapts to the strong
topography and thus provides two ground-floors
welcoming mixed activities. A translucent façade of
glass and glass-bricks help the massive volume to get a
lighter appearance while seen from the old town.
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Completed Projects
Kunstmuseum Basel
Extension
Basel, Switzerland
size: 11’481 sqm
costs: 100 Mio CHF
competition: 2010, 1st prize
project: 2010–2012
client: Canton of Basel-city

Swiss National Museum
Extension
Zurich, Switzerland
size: 7’400 sqm
costs: 111 Mio CHF
competition: 2002, 1st prize
project: 2006–
client: Swiss Confederation

Westhof Housing and
Commercial Building
Munich, Germany
size: 13’000 sqm
competition: 2011, 1st prize
project: 2011– 2018
client: Pandion AG

List Customer Center
Arisdorf, Switzerland
size: 2’704 sqm
feasibility study: 2011, 1st prize
project: 2011–2012
construction: 2013–2015
client: List AG Switzerland

Mixed-use Tower
Pratteln, Switzerland
size: 18’150 sqm
competition: 2007, 1st prize
project: 2009–2016
client: Balintra AG, represented by UBS Fund
Management (Switzerland) AG

The Kunstmuseum’s extension functions as the
contemporary counterpart to the main building completed
in the 1930s. With different shades of gray brickwork
at the base, windows in the middle and a characteristic
LED-light frieze at the top, the organization into three
floors is inspired by the main building’s typology. The
façade in water-struck grey bricks also perpetuates the
compactness of its light limestone volume. Delineated
by load bearing concrete walls in a cross lay-out, the new
exhibition spaces convey permanence while leaving the
staircase to modulate the resulting areas.

The new wing of the Swiss National Museum forms a
ring that by completing the existing U-shaped building
proposes a new path within the museum itself. The
extension includes flexible exhibition spaces, a public
library and a spacious auditorium. The strong stone
walls of the 19th century building are echoed in the
new wing’s thick walls, which fulfil the high insulation
requirements of the Minergie-P-Eco standard. As
different as the two buildings are, their shared attributes
are apparent and manage to seamlessly create a unity of
old and new.

Located in the Maxvorstadt district to the West of
Munich’s city centre, the new building is a key element
in the re-purposing of the former parcel distribution
center built in 1926. Accommodating different housing
typologies from one- to five-room apartments, the
building harmoniously complements the existing
typology, a perimeter block surrounding three functional
buildings. The slight slant of the seven-storey volume
refers to the formal language of the existing architecture
and enables a broad lightening of the courtyards within
this high-density development.

The List Customer Center presents high-end chemical
processes. The building quotes industrial architecture
while the use of specifically developed architectural
artefacts reflects the high expectations of the unique and
precise industry the construction sets out to represent.
Six load-bearing walls are entrenched within the subtle
slope to build up the basement, spreading like a fan and
taking advantage of the plot’s form. Shed roofs allow the
daylight into the depth of the building. The façade is clad
with a 3-mm thick, sanded large-scale raw aluminium
sheet, recalling a well-polished turbine.

Erected on Pratteln’s train station square, the 20-storey
tower with 76 apartments rises from a base with
office spaces which serves as a shelter to the square.
The fan-shaped floor plans of the apartments expand
southwards from the northern access core. The result of
very pragmatic studies to reduce the noise disturbance
occasioned by the nearby railway, the silhouette of
the high-rise serves as a captivating landmark in the
city’s skyline. The polished metallic skin of the façade
emphasizes the building’s sharp contours and embeds it
within its industrial surroundings.
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Completed Projects
Strategic Plan «Wolf Areal»
Basel, Switzerland
size: 160.000 sqm
competition: 2017, 1st Prize
project: 2017–2019
client: SBB Immobilien

Obere Schiedhalde
Lux-Guyer Haus
Küsnacht, Switzerland
in collaboration with
Sven Richter Architect
size: 398 sqm
project: 2012
construction: 2012 – 2014

Garden Pavilion
Basel, Switzerland
size: 70 sqm
direct commission: 2011
construction: 2012

Office Building
Liestal, Switzerland
size: 9’660 sqm
costs: 28 Mio CHF
feasibility study: 2004
project: 2007–2009
construction: 2009–2011
client: Basellandschaftliche
Kantonalbank

Roche Technical And
Office Building
Grenzach, Germany
size: 6’900 sqm
costs: 20 Mio EUR
competition: 2008, 1st prize
project: 2008–2011
client: Roche Pharma AG

The 16 hectares brownfield is located near the main
train station of Basel, within major communication
axis engendering heavy noise pollution. Developed
in collaboration with landscape, traffic and sociology
specialists - the key concept is the creation of a 1
km long perimeter block forming an large enclosed
courtyard uniting different uses. Such urban typology
offers potential for architectural, and functional
diversity: its different plots can be individually designed
and acquired by proportionally resourceful investors.

The „Obere Schiedhalde“ house was built by Lux
Guyer in 1929 as a variation of her prefabricated
house developed for the SAFFA (Swiss Exhibition of
Female Labour, 1928). The original building has been
mostly kept and thoroughly refurbished. Details, or
characteristic spaces have been reconstructed according
to the original plans and photographs. Meticulous
research has been invested in the reconstruction of color
schemes as well as materiality. Today, the house fulfils
the needs of a young family, as well as the requirements
of historic preservation.

Immersed in the luscious garden of a 1930s villa, the
small rectangular annex stands as a contemporary
interpretation of the garden dependency type. Like a
fragment of a palazzo, its flat facade is articulated by
a row of large vertical windows punching the rough
roofing-paper cladding whose modular repetition also
hints at the ashlar of a classical stone wall. Inside, an
enfilade of three main compartments is reminiscent of a
bourgeois interior. Thanks to the generous windows the
surrounding garden acquires a material presence within
the rarefied space of the pavilion.

The new office building facilitates urbanity while
providing a landmark able to confer a new identity to
this part of the city. The geometry of the site meant
that the building’s footprint has to be smaller than its
upper storeys, resulting in a downward tapering shape;
the protruding walls over the ground floor provide a
covered waiting area for shoppers and transportation
users. The building’s prismatic geometry and sharp
angles offer dramatic urban views, while the dark
concrete conveys a sense of robustness and stability in
this dynamic location.

A new office building and an affiliated technical structure
are added to the Roche Campus in Grenzach. Both are
turned towards the middle of the campus and are part
of a loose building cluster at the centre of the complex.
The composition of white parapets with different
heights clearly refers to the architectural language of
the surrounding buildings. The new structures reference
classic modern architecture, aiming for elegance with
sparingly applied means.
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Completed Projects
Birskopfsteg
Pedestrian Bridge
Basel, Switzerland
length: 76 m
costs: 1.5 Mio CHF
competition: 2010, 1st prize
project: 2010–2011
client: Kanton Basel-Stadt

Pilgrim’s Column
Ruta Del Peregrino
Jalisco, Mexico
size: 20 sqm
height: 26.55 m
project: 2008–2011
client: Turism Bureau, Jalisco
State

Voltamitte Housing and
Commercial Building
Basel, Switzerland
size: 16’000 sqm
costs: 48 Mio CHF
competition: 2005, 1st prize
project: 2005–2010
client: Swiss Life AG

Swiss Church Renovation
and Transformation
London, England
size: 450 sqm
costs :3.4 Mio CHF
feasibility study: 2006
project: 2008–2010
client: Swiss Church in London

Areal Schärer
Apartments and Shops
Erlenbach, Switzerland
size: 8’715 sqm
costs: 27 Mio CHF
feasibility study: 2005
project: 2008–2012
client: Schärer Erlenbach AG

The extraordinarily slender bridge construction consists
of a hermetically sealed polygonal steel box structure
of a width of 4.9 m and a height of only 0.68 m. The
structural system involves a two-span beam of 25 and
50.5 metres each. With its gently arching line and filigree
picket railing, the new bridge blends harmoniously with
the bucolic landscape of the stream and the surrounding
lawns, punctuated by majestic poplars and oaks.

The lookout point built by Christ & Gantenbein on the
Cerro del Obispo peak, an almost 2’000-metres-high
mountain, protrudes like a huge bone out of the woody
landscape. The organically shaped monolithic concrete
column rises up to 27 metres. It can be entered from one
side through a small entrance. Inside, a unique zenithal
view of the sky awaits the visitor. The light and the
voices reflect on the concrete wall, providing a unique
atmosphere.

The new housing and commercial building in the North
of Basel closes the triangular block between Voltaplatz
and Lothringerplatz that came into existence after the
construction of an underground motorway. The long
building with retail and services on the ground floor
and 92 apartments on the upper floors replaces the
old housing development. It completes the traditional
perimeter block development and thus creates a clearly
defined urban situation. The volume of the building,
distorted on the courtyard side, creates flats of varying
spatial qualities with individual floor plans for each flat.

Built in 1855, the Swiss Church in London required
renovation to adapt to the changed needs of its
congregation. The project entailed the enlargement of
the big single nave with a more compact and spatially
performing structure. Vertically stacked like “a house
within a house”, three new floors accommodate offices,
the parish working area as well as the organ gallery.
Like a folding-screen, a framework construction with
mirroring glass isolates the new spaces from the nave.
The subtle play of reflections, see-troughs and sharp
shadows further expands the perceived dimensions of
the space.
Built on a former industrial plot offering great views
on the lake, the five-storey development features
commercial uses on the ground floor and housing in
its upper floors. The anthracite-colored wooden façade
relates to the former factory building on site by means
of its scale, composition and distinctive elements such
as the imposing banks of windows. Reacting to the
surroundings with individual floor plans, none of the 13
apartments is alike and thanks to the graded stacking of
volumes, generous terraces open up on each floor.
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Competitions (Selection)
2019
• Urban Centre “Banque Pictet”, Geneva (with Office KGDVS)
• Exhibition Design for the “São Paulo Biennale” 2020
• Extension and renovation G
 ulbenkian Foundation, Lisbon
• Housing development “Schwamendingen Dreieck”, Zurich (with MADE
IN Architects)
• Brownfield development “Scalo Farini“, Milan (with Baukuh, Atelier
Kempe Thill, OnSite and Lola Landscape Architects)
2018
• Quarter development “Viererfeld/Mittelfeld”, Bern (with BEL Architects;
Maurus Schifferli Landschaftsarchitekt; Christian Schmid, Sociology)
• Cultural Center “Kanal - Centre Pompidou”, Brussels (2nd Prize, with OFFICE KGDVS)
• Office Building “Vaudoise”, Geneva
• Executive school “HSG Study Center”, St-Gallen, Switzerland
2017
• Urban masterplan “Nordspitze-Areal Dreispitz”, Basel
• Residential development “Horburg”, Basel
• Concert hall “Konzerthaus München”, Munich
• Concert hall and music school “Cité de la Musique’, Geneva
2016
• Josef Albers Museum, Bottrop, Germany
• “Sciences de la Vie” Institute, University of Lausanne
• Museum des 20. Jahrhunderts, Berlin
• Renovation of the historical building complex “Alte Akademie”, Munich
• Swiss Tropical and Public Health Institute, Allschwil, Switzerland
• Swiss Re Headquarters “Mythenschloss” , Zurich
2015
• Musée de l‘Élisée et MUDAC, Lausanne
• Department “Biomedizin” Basel University, Basel
• Housing towers “Swiss Life”, Zurich
2014
• Innovation Center “Givaudan”, Kemptthal, Switzerland
• Musée du Léman Extension, Nyon, Switzerland
• Building Complex “Zwicky Areal - Baufeld B Nord”, Wallisellen, Switzerland
2013
• Mixed-use High-rise “Zürich-Oerlikon Südwest-Mitte”, Zurich
• Renovation Swiss Institute “Villa Maraini”, Rome
2012
• Customer Support Center ‘Roche Pharma’, Mannheim, Germany
• Renovation University Hospital “Klinikum II”, Basel
• Office Buildings “Zurich Corporate Center”, Zurich
2010
• Museum der Weltkulturen, Frankfurt am Main, Germany
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Awards (Selection)
2018
• Dezeen Award „Best Architect of the Year“
• Wieneberger Brick Award, “Grand Prize” and Category: Sharing Public
Space. Project: Kunstmuseum Basel
• RIBA International Prize, Nomination. Project: Kunstmuseum Basel
• Prize “Auszeichnung Guter Bauten Kanton Basel-Landschaft/Basel-Stadt”.
Project: Kunstmuseum Basel
2017
• Design Miami/Panerai Visionary Award. Project: Mwabwindo Furniture
• Design Preis Schweiz 2017-18, Category: Communication. Project: LEDLight Frieze, Kunstmuseum Basel
• American Architecture Prize. Project: Kunstmuseum Basel
• Fritz-Höger Preis, Category: Public Buildings, Prize “Special Mention”.
Project: Kunstmuseum Basel
• BETON 17 Award, Cemsuisse, Honorable Mention. Project: Swiss National Museum, Zurich
• Best Architects 18 Award. Projects: Swiss National Museum, Zurich
(Gold) and High-rise, Pratteln, CH
• Recognition of the association “Starke Region Basel/Nordwestschweiz”
2016
• Best Architects 17 Award. Projects: Kunstmuseum Basel and List Customer Center, Arisdorf, CH
• Essence Award, Prize “Gold”. Project: Kunstmuseum Basel
• RedDot Award, Prize “Best of the Best”. Project: Kunstmuseum Basel
• Hochparterre Die Besten 2016, Prize “Silberner Hase”. Project: Swiss
National Museum, Zürich
2014
• Prize “Schweizer Stahlbaupreis - Prix Acier 2014”. Project: Pedestrian
Bridge Birskopfsteg, Basel
2013
• Prize “Die schönsten deutschen Bücher 2013”. Project: Review n°II
• Prize “Auszeichnung Guter Bauten Kanton Basel-Landschaft/Basel-Stadt
2013”. Projects: VoltaMitte, Basel; Commercial Building Liestal, CH;
Park-Café, Basel; Pedestrian Bridge, Basel
• Best Architects 14. Project: VoltaMitte, Basel, Commercial Building, Liestal, CH and Pilgrim‘s Column, MX
2012
• Iakov Chernikhov International Prize, Nomination
• AIT Award, Nomination. Projects: commercial building, Liestal, CH and
Roche Office and Technical Building, Grenzach, DE
2010
• Iakov Chernikhov International Prize, Nomination.
2009
• AR Award for Emerging Architecture. Projects: Renovation Swiss National
Museum, Zürich, and Ancient Tree, Jinhua, China
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